
Burlap Wall Snowman 

 

Directions:  

1. Take one of the wire wreath forms, it doesn’t matter which you start with. Starting with 

the second ring from the outside, tie a chenille stem around each crossbar with the ends 

pointing up. On the third ring from the outside, tie a chenille stem on the ring in the 

middle between each set of crossbars. Do the same with the other wreath form. The 14” 

form should have 14 chenille stems on it and the 16” should have 16 stems on it. The 

stems should be arranged in a kind of “zig-zag” pattern around the ring. Below are 

examples of each form. Dots are chenille stem locations. 

 

 

 

           

 

You’ll Need: 

 1ea – 14” Wire Wreath Form  

 1ea – 16” Wire Wreath Form  

 2 rolls – 18” Burlap  

 1ea – Snowman Head  

 2ea – Pine w/Bell Spray  

 1ea – Snowman Sign  

 1ea – Corn Cob Pipe  

 1 pkg – Bells 

 1 pkg – Wood Snowflakes  

 2 pkg – Tan Chenille Stems  

 1 ½yd - #40 Ribbon (for scarf)  

 1yd - #9 Ribbon (for bow)  

16” 14” 



  

2. Pick which wreath form you’d like to start with. Start your burlap on the outer ring. Tie 

the end of the burlap down with the first chenille stem. Take 10” of the burlap and 

bunch it up. Tie the end of the 10” strip down with the next chenille stem. Go all the 

way around the ring using this process. Once you have tied the last stem on the outer 

ring, go onto the inner ring, but don’t cut your burlap! Repeat this process on the inner 

ring. Once you’ve gone all the way around this ring, bunch the leftover burlap from one 

side of the wreath form to the other and cover the middle of the form. Use a whole roll 

of burlap for each wreath form! This will make your snowman look much fuller. Tie your 

burlap off with a chenille stem or glue it down at the end. Fluff the burlap to cover any 

holes. Repeat this entire step with the other wreath form. 

3. Tie the wreath forms together with a chenille stem. Poke 2 holes in the bottom of the 

snowman’s head and use those holes and a chenille stem to tie the head onto the 14” 

wreath form. Be careful!!!! The snowman’s head has a sand bag in it, so be sure to not 

poke a hole in the bag or all the sand will come out and you’ll have a snowman with a 

flat head.  You can also add some glue to the ribbon on the scarf and attach that to 

the burlap to help stabilize the head. Tie a bow and glue it near your snowman’s head. 

4. Stick the arms into the burlap and hang the snowman sign on one of the stems. Glue the 

bells down the middle and glue the snowflakes anywhere you’d like! We added one to 

the scarf, the hat, and the other arm. Poke a little hole in the snowman head for the 

corn cob pipe and you’re done!  


